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Two Student Offices
by One Point
*Decided
Many races were close in the
elections which closed yesterday. In the junior class, two of
the contests were decided by
only one vote. Kathy Triesch
polled 111 votes over Gretchen
Garrison with 110 for class
secretary treasurer and Tim
Davis edged out Steve Nejasmich, 115 over 114 votes.
Terry Greiner held first place
over Jim Kamel for senior senate position No. 3 with 56 votes
over Kamel's 54.
Leon Mahoney, election board
coordinator,saidcandidates have

-

two class days, under the elec-

to file for a recount
' oftionthecode,
votes. Monday afternoon
is the deadline. He added that
the machines werechecked three
times in the presence of the

ASSU officers.
Students voted favorably on
five of the seven questions on
the student poll. State scholarships for both private and state
schools was backed overwhelmingly, with 440 yes votes and 31
no votes.

SEATTLE
XXXV. -^>"

The senate's action on the
allotment to the "OpenLid" was
approved, 371 to 222. 375 students stated they would welcome a coffee house and the

$1,000 expense although 216 disagreed. 361 voters looked back to
a five-credit curriculum with
fondness, a greater number than
the 216 satisfied students who
voted against the sixth proposal.
An intercollegiate soccer team
was favored by 368 students over
225 who votedno.
Two of the questions received
unfavorable votes. The majority
of the students stated that they
did not understand the requirements necessary for receiving
funds from the ASSU, 401 said
they did not and 181 said they
did understand the procedure.
322 students were against the
allotments to the ROTC Drill
Team, BurgundyBleus and Rifle
Team; 276 were for supporting
these organizations.
Loyalty cup nominees includ- WARMING UP for tomorrow's Hawaied 17 men and 17 women stu- ian Luau are these five members of the
(Continued on page 3)
S.U. Hawaiian Club. Hula-ing a welcome

are Joyce Relacion, Arleen Alama, and
Candice Matsumoto. Sitting are Paul DeVille andMarvin Ching.

Jesuits' Conference
UNIVERSITY Probes Liberal Moves

Seattle, Washington,Friday, May 5, 1967

Campus News Notes

By KERRY WEBSTER
"The most important
single event to take place
No. 49
on the S.U. campus" came
off last weekend behind
closed doors in Barman Auditorium, unnoticed by most cam-

Young Republican Club on Agenda
Two bills will be before the
senate at 7 p.m., Sunday in the
Chieftain conference room.

The first would direct the
second vice president to conduct an investigation into the
activities of the S.U. Young
Republicans. The other bill on

the agenda asks that appointments to student office, other
than those to the position of the
student senate, be no longer
automatically considered by the
senate for approval.

Coed to Model

Mary Heil, a freshman home
economics major from Seattle,
las been selected to represent
i.U. on the Bon Marche Fashion
Board.
Mary is a member of Town
jirls and Colhecon. As a fashion
ward member, she will work at
he Bon Marche during summer
vacation,model in fashion shows
and assist college-bound coeds
n their wardrobe selections.

pus residents.
About 150 Oregon Province
Jesuitsmet in a precedent-setting
Challis Chair of International three-day conference to discuss
Law and Jurisprudence at the implementation of the liberalAlpha Kappa Psi members University of Sydney in Ausized decreesof the 31st General
elected John Monahan as next tralia.
Congregation of the society held
year's president. Monahan, a
in Rome during 1966.
junior accounting major from
DURING THE conference, the
Seattle, is also vice president of
superior general of the order,
the Accounting Club and a memSlowly but surely the A Phi O Fr. Pedro Arrupe, S.J., made a
ber of Alpha Sigma Nu and P.E.
fund continues to grow. swift unannounced landing at
Beta Gamma Sigma honoraries.
students and student Seattle Tacoma International
The 30-member S.U. organiza- Individual
encouraged to con- Airport where he conferred
tion is a chapter of the national groups are
briefly with the Provincial of
professional business fraternity. tribute to the fund.
A breakdown of the $452.73 so the Oregon Province, Fr. John
far collected is the following: Kelley, S.J.
$200.00
Delegates filing into the audiASSU Senate
Phi O
200.00 torium were met with large
A
The third in a series of the Gammas
40.00 block letters chalked on the
Annual Dag HammarskjoldMe- Pennies for P.E
urging: "Spring
12.73 blackboard
"
morial Lectures will be at 9
Ahead!
a.m. and 10 a.m. Monday in
The phrase was a reminder of
McKinley Auditorium at Seattle
imminent Daylight Savings Time
Pacific College.
changeoverbut it soon took on a
Gamma Pi Epsilon, Jesuit
The topic of the lecture by Dr.
watchword significance as, in
Julius Stone will be "Interna- women'shonorary, electedBarb
stormy session,
after
session
lional Law and the Quest for Swan as the new president. Jesuit liberalsa struggled to afHarOther officers include Gail
Survival."
fect the Oregon Province's own
Dr. Stone is a visiting profes- ris, vice president; Anne Ma- "aggiornamento."
Judy
persecretary,
chung,
a
and
sor at the U.W. and has
From the start, the confermanent professorship on the Young,treasurer.
ence was a confrontation between liberal and conservative.
Younger priests, scholastics and
novices tended to be sympathe-

President Elected

sented in Mr. Terry Shea, S.J.,
a young theologian from Alma
College, Calif., who opened the
conference with a speech in
which he called for use of prayer
according to "individual need

—

not duty."
He pleaded for lifting of rules
(Continued on page 8)

Terri Wins
Gold Charm

P.E. Fund Grows

-

Memorial Speech

Officers Elected

TERRI SHANK

The small' gold charm signify-

ing Girl of the Month will be
worn by Terri Shank, AWS April
Womanof the Month.

Terri, past AWS president,
was named for the honor for her
outstanding leadership and entic with more liberal attitudes, thusiastic participation in so
to the distress of some of the many phases of University life.
older delegates.
A senior education major,
At least one elderlypriest was Terri was Military Ball queen,
reduced to tears in the face of in Who's Who in American Colinsistence of the younger men leges and Universities and a
for less stringent prayer regu- delegate to Matrix Table.
lations, delegates reported.
She was also a Spur, member
THE ATTITUDE of most of of Silver Scroll and a Homecomthe liberal delegates was repre- ing princess.

S.U.s Education Club
Named Outstanding WEA

WEA chapter for a four-year
college.
Presentation of the award was
made last Saturday at the 17th
annual state convention of
Washington student education
association on chapters at the
The Very Rev. A. A. Lemieux, Seattle center.
Eligibility for the award is
former president of S.U., has
been named to the 28-member based on the chapter's achieveboard of trustees of St. Louis ment of 25 major program goals
University which has an enrollwhich are characteristic of outstanding education association
ment of 11,000 students.
Fr. Lemieux is presently the chapters.
Patricia McCarthy is campus
rector of Mt. St. Michael's Schopresident of the S.U. chapter.
lasticate near Spokane.

The S.U. chapter of Washington Education Association was
named the outstanding student

Trustee Named

1

IN SPRING: In Spring a young man's
raw eggs? S.U.s male
fancy turns to
population grouped forces and eggs and
charged Bellarmine hall Wednesday
night. Earlier in the evening this Spur

...

(right) was captured after delivering a
sponge rubber cake to the A Phi O's and
I.K.'s. At left, the two groups meet to plan
the evening's activities.
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S.U.s Unusual Anniversary Remembered
called, occupied what is now the
Building. The
Old
1967 is an anniversary- smallScience
community of Jesuits
filled year for a University taught boys ranging from the
enjoying its Diamond Jubilee, eighth grade into college.
and May Day, 1967 heralded a
very unusual anniversary for
ONE OF THE students at his
S.U.
desk at 10 a.m. that morning in
Sixty years ago last Monday, 1907 was 12-year-old Emil Merz.
the 180 students of Seattle Col- Merz, now 72, recalled the
lege took an unexpectedholiday. event:
"One of the fellows came runTheir school was on fire.
ning in from outside yelling,
The day was May 1, 1907. The roof's
' on fire! The roof's
Seattle College, as the Jesuit on fire!
"My teacher, Father Kenny,
school for boys at Broadway
Aye. and Madison St. was
sent me to tell the principal.
By KERRY WEBSTER

Command and General Staff
School at Fort Leavenworth,
Kan. in July.

so dear.

"THEY HAD THE loyal sup-

Cadet Cadre Changes;
Major Sent to Vietnam
Spring quarter has brought a
major change in the ROTC
Cadre at S.U. Maj. Louis Cancienne and Maj. Arthur Stebbins
will both be leaving.
Maj. Cancienne has served as
MS II Drill Team and Chieftain
Rifles adviser. He will be leaving for Vietnam in June where
he will be assigned to the Fourth
Infantry Division now at Pleiku.
Maj. Stebbins has been the MS
IV and Scabbard and Blade adviser as wellas the cadre executive officer. He will go to the

"They got us all out before
the firemen came."
The Morning Times of May 2
takes up the story, speaking eloquently of the bravery of the
Jesuits:
"In their long, black robes
they rushed in and out of the
building in utter disregard of
the danger from falling timbers, flame and smoke. Even
when it was feared that the upper floor might collapse at any
moment, the devoted Jesuits
were not deterred in the fight
for the sacred objects they hold
port of the students, many

Joining the Cadre this month
are Maj. Wilson and Capt. Robert Ferriani, both back from
Vietnam. Maj. Wilson was the
intelligence officer for U.S.
Army Support Command, Cam
Ranh Bay.He will be the executive officer and the MS IV adviser.
Capt. Ferriani was an adviser
to the Ninth Armored Cavalry
of the Vietnamese Army located
at Bac Lieu.He will be the Drill
Team and MS IIadviser.
:::
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of

whom labored until overcome
with smoke and exertion. So
strenuous were their efforts
that when the fire department
decided that it wouldimperil life
to enter the building, it was
necessary for two priests to
guard the entrances and literally throw the eager boys back to
safety, so bent were they upon
assisting their preceptors at the
risk of their lives."
Most of the upper portion of
the building was totally gutted.
The chapel was destroyed but
the Host and communion service
were rescued by one of the
priests, a Fr. Diomedi.

"^ife^
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Photographed fromold Seattle Paper
The huge wooden hip roof fell
in; the building has been flatroofed ever since. The damage

was estimated at $10,000.

INA SIDELIGHT of the story,
the onlyinjury sustained was to
one of the throngs of spectators,
a logger from Poulsbo named
Teddy Thomson, injured when
■:■;':■■■■;;::;:;■;:■■;:■■■■;:■:;:;:■■■:;■■:■;:■;.■
■■':'■:'■:'■■'■:>>' 'yyy'yy'-yyyyyyyyyy':'.
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he was run over by the fire
chief's buggy.
The Seattle College boys were
delighted with their holidays,
but the fire had some not-sohappy results for the many students from nearby Seattle High
School who played hooky to
watch the fire. They were "suspended until their parents visited the principal."
■

"■■'

Pigott Recital
Features Pianist

The department of fine arts is
presenting a piano recital at 8
p.m. May 12 in Pigott Auditorium.
The recital, featuring Carolyn
Lamb, will include selections
from Bach, Beethoven, Ravel

and Prokofieff.
Miss Lamb has studied at the

University of Miami and Peabody Conservatory of Music in
Baltimoreand is currently working on her doctoral degree at

the U.W.

It's SMART
to be

KELLY GIRL
employee

Earn Money
This Summer
as a
Transcribing Machine Opr.

Stenographer
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Typist
Office Clerical
Receptionist
PBX Operator

Work When YOU Want
to Work
Interesting & Challenging
Temporary Assignments

For YOUR Convenience
we are

INTERVIEWING
Saturdays. May 13.20 & 27
June 3& 10
9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Monday through Friday
8:30 to 4 p.m.

Kelly Services
KELLY GIRL DIVISION
1002 Fourth & Pike Building
MA 4-5959
Equal Opportunity Employeer

This Mary's little lamb will lead, not follow,
her to school
Every year Standard Oil provides thefunds
for 82 scholarships,right here in the West,
for outstanding Future Farmersof Americaand
4-H memberslike the girl inour picture.She
is raising the lamb as part of her 4-H project.
We provide this aid to educationbecause,
as specialists in natural resources, we realize
that the greatestnatural resource any country
can have is its youth.From theirranks will
emergethe nationsfuture leaders, and

industrious youngsters deserve allthe help

we can give them.
„ ,

-

Scholarships,fellowships,refinery ours,
9e0109V tr 'Ps and teaching materialsaresome
of the ways our Company shows its continuing
interest in America'syoung men and women.

Standard Oil is tryingto help youngpeople
discovermore about themselves
and the worldthey live in.

...

Standard Oil Company of California
and its worldwide family of Chevron Companies

H^
|||s,.
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Sculpturing
Expressed
in
Force
Human Life
—
by KAREN ROSEBURG
to stow away on a ship to
Europe.
"When a man is alive,
"We decided we would go to
there is a force inside Portugal, so we checked the
which he must express or paper for ships leavingfor there
he will 'blow up.' That's the next day. We packed that
why a person becomes a night and had our luggage
mechanic or doctor. That's why shipped ahead to Portugal."
it allows The attempt was successful, and
Ichose sculpturing
life
force in after reaching the continent,
express
me to
that
myself as well as in all of us." they went their separate ways.
This is just part of the philosoJAY WORKED his way around
phy that Tom Jay, a 24-year-old
art student at S.U., has formu- Europe. "While there Iwasn't
lated concerning his work as a thinking about art as much as
sculptor. Jay is a senior trans- Iwas about meeting the people.
fer student from Pomona Col- By interacting with people you
lege in California. Although he find out what life is about."
How does meeting people perentered S.U. this quarter, his
work in sculpturing is so greatly tain to his art work?
"Sculpturing is very personal.
accomplished, he was asked to
stage a one-man art show by But becoming acquainted with
Mr. Harvin Herard, head of the people helps in the sense that
they suggest certain 'ideas.'
department.
These ideas of a person work
IE SHOW, to be staged in their way through me and come
A. A. Lemieux Library in out as sculpture."
middle of May, will consist
Another reason Jay decided to
of eleven "sculps"
six bronze go into sculpturing was the
and five plasters. The works foundry he co-owned in Califorrange in size from 12 inches to nia with a friend. Before coming
to Seattle this year, he and a
more than six feet.
Jay's desire to express his friend owned a bronze foundry
"life form" through sculpturing in Los Angeles. The business,
has been growing over the last which was very succesful,
opened in 1966. It consisted of
six years.
In 1964, he and a collegiate casting sculpture for artists in
football player from the Univer- that city.
By the time he quit the foundsity of Florida, Gary Thomas,
met on the deck of a Norwegian ry business in late 1966, he had
ship docked in a New York decided to go into sculpturing.
Jay has formulated many
harbor.
"We were sitting on the deck theories concerning art. He feels
when we both got the same idea that the old adage, "art for art's

—

§

—

sake," is a misinterpretation of

the creative fiield.
ACCORDING TO Jay, if a person looks at a piece of art and
complains they cannot interpret
it and, therefore, it is meaningless and non-representative of
they are being lazy."
art,
" 'He
who has eyes to see, let
him see.' People who want art
explained to them are lazy. If
the artist was good with words
he would be writing instead of
painting," said Jay.
However, he admits there are

some artists who "throw things
together." But these are people
who do not control their media;

they are only using expression,
according to Jay.
"To be a true artist, one must
control what he is doing. The
dialogue an artist has with his
material is what is communicated through the work."

ACCORDING TO Jay, anyone can express, but it is the
artist who has know-how. He
knows what to do with a certain

material because he knows the
limitations of it. At the same
time he knows how to express
with his material.
"The artist who uses just expression in his work is like a
man who burns his finger and
swears.
"The artist who controls his
medium and forms is like a man
who burns his finger but stops
and thinks. Art is control— there
must be a mind and responsibility when a person creates."

Wilson Room Houses Rare Book Collections
productions of the "Book of
Kells," or scenes from the VatiNeed a French translacan or the cathedral at Chartes.
tion of Boccaccio published
The student of geography or of
in 1558? How about a 1529
NOW THE Wilson Collection
edition of Erasmus owned by and other special books owned the Westward Expansion can
James Stuart, King of England, by the University have been examine the six-volume set,
or a 1532 edition of Chaucer's placed in fine display shelves on "Mapping the Transmississippi,
"Romaunt of the Rose?" These the third floor of the library. West, 1540-1861."
and other books of similar od- Books published by small cusBUT THE main attraction is
dity can be found in the recently tom printers and ones that reopened Wilson Room of the quire special handlingarehoused the collection that belonged to
in the Wilson Room. For ex- the person after whom the room
Lemieux Library.
had a
The room houses the Wilson ample, one can find a two- is named. Mrs. Wilson Stuart,
interest
inMary
life-long
which
Nathalie
set
of
James
Audubon's
collection
Mrs.
volume
Queen of Scots, and devoted
Wilson donated to S.U.in Octo- originalwater colors of birds.
Also, there are large, over- most of her resources to acquirber, 1965. But because of the inadequate facilities of the old sized volumes which contain re- ing old books written about
Queen Mary or owned by the
Queen's family. This includes
books writtenin English,French,
Latin and Italian.
The most valuable book connected with Mary Stuart is a
volume published in 1543 and
owned by Adam Bothwell, who
officiated at Mary's wedding.
The most interesting books deal
with Mary's reputation. The
publisher's mark on a 1636 history of Mary's life and death
reads: "London: printed for
By RON PERRY

library, the books rested in the
tower of Bellarmine Hall until
the move to the new library.

THREE UNIQUE documents
belong to the collection. One is
an order of payment from the
hand of Charles VII of France
(1433). Anotheris an 1191 charter
for a SpanishChurch.
Mr. Robert Cross, librarian,
ANOTHER BOOK with a
the
polished-calf cover renders the emphasizedthat the books inspea
same account in Latin. The Wilson Room comprise
Bishop of Ross, Jean de Lesselie, cial collection and not exactly a
gave the French view of Mary's rare book collection. There has
reputation in his "Exceedingly been no estimation of the books'
Rare Account of the Title Mary value. "The collection is of great
in interest to us," he said, "beQueen of Scots," publishedvinA
1749
work
cause of the various examples
French in 1578.
dicating a Buchanan may also of printing and binding of certain periods."
be found.
Will: Sheares at the Signeof the
Harrow in the New exchange."
A Latin history published in
Rome in 1621 was written for
Pope Urban VIII.

The Wilson Collection is also
rich in other areas besides the
history of Mary Stuart. The Wilson Room can claim a 1617 edition of Spenser's "Faerie Queen"
and two valuable leafs (single
pages). One is a page from a
dictionaryprinted by the famous
Gutenberg in 1460. The dictionary was theearliest non-religious
printed book and the fourthdated printed book in history.
The second leaf comes from a
1482 book printed by the famous
Caxton Press in England.

MR. CROSS does not foresee
any immediate expansion of the
collection in the Wilson Room,
although an occasional purchase

will be made. Just recently, for

example, the library acquired a
21-volume set of Chalmers English Poets, edited by Dr. Samuel
Johnson in 1810.
At the present time, student
use of the collection is limited
but will increase once things
become more organized and ordered for handling.

22 Officers, Senators Chosen
(Continued from page 1)

dents, chosen for exemplifying Paul

S.U. spirit. Men selected include
Chuck Taylor, Brian Gain, Jim
Codling, Brian McMahon, Rick
Friedhoff, Tom Rigert, Gary
Meisenburg, Brian Dougherty,
Kevin Peterson, Joe Gaffney,
Jim Dearey, Gary Buckley, Terry Thomas, Walt Havens, Skip
Hall, Tom Bangasser and Terry
Barber.
Coed choices are Diane Faudree, Janice Burke, Mary Whippie, Shiela McHugh, Ann Koch,
Marianne Fattorini, Liz Lyons,

Senate No. 1

Bader

Senate No. 2
Bob Pigott
Senate No. 3
Terry Greiner
Jim Kamel
Senate No. 4
Ron Perry
Jim Cameron
Senate No. 5
Ken Cox
Don Vaux
JUNIOR CLASS
President
Tom Hughes

97
83
56
54
76
35

Senate No. 3
George Sudar
Charles Bright
Senate No. 4

Ted O'Donnell

153

79

Ron Rosi

161
71

Steve Conroy

148

Senate No. 5
99
Thomas Milan
122
Theresa Mcßride
SOPHOMORE CLASS
President

96
61 Michael Daniels
35
Vice President
146
Mike McGuigan
60
Bill McMillan
Secretary-Treasurer
210
Terri Shank, Mary Clare StockMyra Bisio
193
ing, Suzanne Wood, Laurie
Vice President
133
Senate No. 1
Brown, Sue Thoma, Terri Pagni, Tom Robinson
103 Dave Mills
117
Jill Crawford, Kathy O'Rourke, Jim Summers
106
Bill Robinson
Angela FilippiniandCathy Cane.
Secretary-Treasurer
2
HI
Senate
No.
Kathy
complete
results
Triesch
yesof
The
140
110 Dennis Healy
terday's elections are as follows, Gretchen Garrison
92
Senate No. 1
Jeff Westmoreland
the winners in bold face:
Senate No. 4
Doug Smith
122
SENIOR
CLASS
158
114 Jack Fisher
Phil Andrus
JUNE IS FOR BRIDES: Senior Betty Jo Meiggs models
President
Jim Hoover
70
Senate No. 2
a wedding gown from Best's collection. Best's Apparel Pat Healev
84
Senate No. 5
Tim Davis
115
is sponsoring a bridal fashion show for coeds at 8 p.m.
Vice President
211
86 Steve Nesjasmich
114 Thorn O'Rourke
Tuesday inBellarmine cafeteria.
John Mallon
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Editorial

Sell Whole, Not Part
j.

One of the University's primary goals, outside the

"new physical education building, is an increase in enrollment. It is essential to the financial stability to regain

the number of students which was lost after the last
tuition raise.
One of the means which has been used to recruit
students is the annual University Day. It is time University officials take a look at the University Day program
and evaluate its worth. Some have questioned the value
of the program inits present form.

ONE OF THE most important considerations should
be the time of year when the high school students and
their parents are invited to campus. While this year's
University Day was plannedin conjunction with the dedication of the new Lemieux Library, we feel it would have
been more beneficial earlier in the year.
By April most high school seniors have made applications for entrance into college and have determined
which college they will attend. Their thoughts have
turned to graduation and all the activities connected with
it. Most juniors have not yet given serious consideration
choosing a college.

1

BY GIVING students a chance to see the campus
■Her in their senior year, S.U. would have a better
chance of recruiting students from the local area. Also
other programs such as Student-to-Student would be
more beneficial. Representatives of S.U. could follow up
the University Day program with personal contacts with
students who had attended. One day and a quick glance
at the University is not sufficient to help a student make
an intelligent choice of colleges.
The University Day program would also benefit from
a less diversified program with more emphasis on the
University as a whole. Instead of a maze of departmental
displays there should be only a few major displays emphasizing the most important aspects of the University
such as the core curriculum and the benefits of attending
a private institution likeS.U.

tTHE

BASIC goal of University Day should be to sell
c whole University, not one department. The same departments are available in everyuniversity.
We must show potentialstudents what makes Seattle
University different and worth attending.

SEATTLE

Seattle Soundings
By CATHLEEN CARNEY
William Saroyan's comedy, "The Beautiful
Professional year-round thea- People,' 'is playing atTheater,
8:30 p.m. Fridays
and Saturdays, Piccoli
Seattle Center is becoming a reality in ter. Call MA 3-5080 for reservations.
MUSIC
Seattle. The Rep has closed for
New and old will be heard at the recital
the season, but from June to next Wednesday given by the clarinetist
William O. Smith, assisted by Randolph
September seven plays will be Hokanson
at the piano, cellist Eva Heinitz,
performed by ACT (A Contem- and a violinist and a violist from the Philadelphia String Quartet. Beethoven, Mozart,
porary Theater), each running Bartok, Stravinsky and Smith wilt be represented. 8:30 p.m., School of Music Audifor two weeks.
torium. Complimentary.
opens
Coming Friday to Seattle is the Ramsey
with
The season
a
love
—
Trio, playing at 8:30 p.m.,
Lewis
triangle called simply "Luv," Opera Jazz
House. Tickets $2.50-$4.50.
just
completed
its
The
final
masterworks concert by the
that has
Philadelphia String Quartet this season will
Broadway run. A production of feature
Beethoven
quartet and a Brahms
a
Rolf Hochhuth's controversial piano quintet. 8:30 p.m., today and Saturday, Hub Auditorium. Tickets are sold out
"The Deputy" is scheduled next. in the main, but students really interested
Later in the summer, "After the may put their names on the waiting list at
the U.W. Office of Lectures and Concerts, or
Fall," an autobiographicalplay may
arrive early at the concert to buy the
by Arthur Miller, will be staged. few tickets returned at the last minute.
tickets 50 cents.
The perennial favorite, "The Student
"La Boheme," the Italian opera, will be
in
the Seattle Opera House next Thursday,
Fantasticks," is included in the
in the original language by the Metroline-up, as is the classic, "The sung
politan Opera National Company. Judging
from Seattle's response to the past opera
Great Divide," and a contem- season,
the performances will probably be
porary play by Pinter, "The a sell-out,
so students should purchase their
well in advance at the Bon Marche
Caretaker." Further information *4ckets
ticket office. $3.50-$lO.
and application for season tickFILMS
France will be represented
' by Francois
ets are available from ACT, 709 Truffaut's
"The 400 Blows,' a movie made
First Aye. W., AT 4-7392.
in 1959, at 8 p.m. today, YWCA Auditorium,

Wm^^^^^^^^m

and Seneca St.
ART
Artists from Washington and adjoining
states are competing in the Northwest Craftsmen's Exhibition at the Henry Gallery, U.W.,
through May 21. No admission charge.
The Attica Gallery, 426 Broadway E., Is
exhibiting a curious collection of art, non-art
and anti.art, including a Brain Damage Festival and exhibition of UFO s. Open 11 a.m.'
7 p.m. Tues.-Sat., 1-5 p.m. Sun.
A collection of modern painting and sculpture may be viewed at the Collectors Gallery East, Crossroads Shopping Center, Bellevue. Daily 12-5 p.m., and Thursday and Friday 7:30-9:30 p.m.
The Frye Art Museum, on the corner of 7th
Aye. and Terry St., and the Seattle Art Museum, Volunteer Park, are both within easy
walking distance of S.U.
Aye.

1

Luau Planned
A Hawaiian luau will be presented by the Hawaiian Club
from 7-10 p.m. tomorrow in Bellaimine Hall.

"Enchanted Isles," the theme

of the sixth annual luau, will be
carried out in decorations and
in the menu which will include
kalua pig, poi, pineapple and
other Hawaiian delicacies.

A
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Reading Dynamics has not raised the price for 7 years.
After June 1, 1967, the price will increase.

MMMBBMHaWHMMMI

WORLD'S LARGEST
Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Institute, the
largest reading organization in the world, presently has institutes established in most major cities
of the United
„ States
, with a record of over 350,000
graduates. Each Student receives a life-time membership and has the privileges of an unlimited
amount of instruction at any institute throughout
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! Uast tripl* your reading

efficiency Reading effi; ciency includes rate and comprehension. Not just |
speed alone. Reading Dynamically is an exciting ',
;< and enriching experience which you will continue !
to enjoy throughout your lifetime.
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Here are typical samples of progress in words per mmute by Reading Dynamics graduates in the March, 1967
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say that this is one of
useful education experiences Ihave ever had. It
certainly compares favorably
with the experience I've had
ot Yale and Harvard."
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NEW CLASSES STARTING MAY 2
THROUGH JUNE 14 IN SEATTLE

University District classes will be held at:
The University Methodist Temple, N.E. 43rd and15th Aye. N.E.

Make Reservations Early
Music students, is your theme song
"Brother, can you spare a dime?"
An NB of C Special Checking account may help you change

that tune to "HappyDays AreHere Again!"It providesa record

of expenditures and helps maintainyour budget. No need to
carry excess cash. No minimum balance. No service charge.
Pay only a dime a check.
» » q>^
ijL/
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE

IN

Mifftttr Federal Oeposil InsurinciCwporiiwfl

:

you are ready o register contact ne
j institute nearest you and give them your vali- j

For Free Booklet and Class Schedule
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READING DYNAMICS
INSTITUTE
"

Room 504-8 Fourth & Pike Bldg.

Seattle, Wash. 98101 MA 3-1563
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Actress Garbo 'Can Do No Wrong'
...

It must be monotoan adaptation of a Eugene Keaton.
O'Neill play, Garbo portrays a nous, this superb Tightness of

By JOHN MOEN

review of a Garbo film
s a review of Garbo rather
than of the film. Her tech-

nique of expression is so exactingly perfect to the situation
that the other performers seem
to be consistently stilted and
static.
Perhaps the only exceptionsto
this rule are Basil Rathbone in
"Anna Karenina" and Marie
Dressier in "Anna Christie."

The first three films of the series ("Mata Hari," "Anna Christie" and "Anna Karenina") present situational love entangle-

ments whose modern correlate,
if not wholly lacking, is only to
be figuratively imagined.

bitter, complex and tired prosti- Garbo's playing.
"We almostwishthatshe would
tute daughter of a Swedish sailor.Norbert Lusk of Picture Play handle a scene badly once in a
commented that: "In choosing while, just to provide us with
"Anna Christie" for her audible the opportunity to show we are
debut, the Swedish star attempts not a member of a fan club. But
one of the most difficult roles in she remains infallible and Garcontemporary theater. The part bo, always exactly what the sitis almost a monologue, a test uation demands, always as fine
for an actress experienced in as her script and director perspeech, a brave feat for one who mit her to be."
is not. And Garbo makes a magMOST ACTORS and actresses
nificent effort, a gallant fight
against great odds. She emerges are either totally contained
not quite victoriousbut crowned within the character they porwith laurels, nevertheless, for tray, thus allowing for the posher courage. For she can do no sibility of not filling the role, or
wrong."
they are recognizably separate
from the character, and so, un"Ninotchka," Garbo's twenty- believable.
sixth film and her first comedy,
Miss Garbo, on the other
THE GARBO LEGEND: Greta Garbo's intrigue caused was reviewed in the New York hand, is able to contain comone critic of the 19305, Kenneth Tynan, to say: "What, Times. "Garbo's Ninotchka is pletely the character and still
one of the sprightliest
remain separate from it— and it
when drunk, one sees in other women, one sees in Garbo, of the year, a gay andcomedies
imperti- is this separateness, though not
sober." Above, she performs with George F. Marion in nent and malicious show which distinctness, that allows for the
"Anna Christie." The film festival of her movies continues never pulls the punch lines (no re-creation of a believable role.
matter how far below the belt She is never single in motive or
at the Magnolia Theater through May 12.
they may land) and finds the purpose, never confined (alscreen's austere first lady of though reasonably limited) by
gain
wrecked men's lives to
in- colorful person, but she could in
playingdeadpan comedy faulty scripts, and so, always
formation, she has the best role no way touch the personality drama
with
the
assurance of a Buster serenely human.
of her career and sets a stan- displayed by the Swedish star."

GARBO presents in
ata Hari" a woman totally
control of her actions, responsible for them and finally
accountable for them, yet never
without the awareness of others'
limitations and potentialities.
Her performance here, as in
most of her works, is flawed
only by the pathetic scripts and
usually sterile supporting casts.
Screen Book reviewed "Mata
Hari" in 1932 with glowing (effervescent?) words: "As the dard which is almost untouchaGerman spy, Mata Hari, who ble. The real Mata Hari was a

PUSS

IN"ANNA CHRISTIE" (1930),

Audience Awaited at
Core Critique Examined, Evaluated CoffeehouseReadings

Sounding Board:

By ROBERT CUMBOW
a student, may Isay

source of abuse of the critique
is on the part of the administrafew words about the tion, which has chosen to utilize
core teacher critique? It is the critique results immediately,
in evaluating teachers. More
a very promising theory which, than
one teacher has been given
if abused, can become very
a
due to these results. This,
raise
practice.
harmful in
itself, is not objectionable;
in
There are two possible sources but there are several things
of abuse of the critique: from
which the administration has
the students, and from the ad- apparently not taken into conministration. In the case of the sideration in its treatment of the
students, Ithink there was over- critique results. First,
these reall a tendency to take the cri- sults
do not represent the feeltique more lightly than it should ings of
all the students, and in
have been taken; very few stu- most cases not even a majority.
dents made serious, thoughtful A number of students did not fill
judgments.
out the critique forms. Second,
the view of the students regardTHERE IS always the chance ing their teachers is only partof
of confusion of a teacher's per- the picture, and should
not be
sonal attraction with his proonly, nor even the primary
the
capability.
fessional
It is thus to means by which the administrabe expected that in many cases tion
should evaluate its faculty.
a good teacher may get a low Third,
is the first adminisrating because his method of tration this
of the core critique. It
teaching or he himself is not is possible
that the critique form
well liked.
itself needs to be revised, clari-

fAs

■

BUT THE MORE serious

SPECIAL
SUMMER
COURSES
at

BERKLEE

a^ IN:
" SPECIAL CLASSES
dc/toa/

nuUic

modern harmony

-

-

arranging

improvisation stage band
combo jazz workshop

-

" PRIVATE INSTRUMENTAL
" INSTRUCTION
REGULAR FACULTY IN
RESIDENCE INCLUDES:

John LaPorto
Ray Santisi
Joe Viola

Herb Pomeroy
Al Dawson
Phil Wilson

" ENTIRE SCHOOL IS AIR-

CONDITIONED. AND
HUMIDITY-CONTROLLED

fied, qualified.

TOO MANY questions necessarily implied a good-or-bad

judgment, without discriminat-

ing among the various types of
teaching approaches and courses taught. Inother words, where,
for one teacher, a "no" answer
to a certain question might imply weakness, for another it
might have indicated a strong
point. In the sciences, for example, there is very little room
for the teacher to allow his students to "express their opinions" in class; but this does not
imply poor teaching.
From both these directions, it
is the faculty which stands to
lose. Reliance upon the teachercritique results as a basis for
raises, recommendations, etc.,
can have disastrous effects upon
faculty members. It is perhaps

It hasn't happened yet, William Taylor is to read
maudlin to point out that teachers are human, too; but a low but the great "apathy" is "Poems-Various." His selections
rating can have a tremendously even now stretching its will be outside the limits of time
simply depending
and space
demoralizing effect on a pro-

—

fessor, especially if the admin- deadening fingers toward the
d' Everichon.
istrationis willing to accept this Tabard
Something
worthwhile is being
rating, which, as Isaid before,
at the coffee house, not
is by no means necessarily offered
to avid readers of Blake,
indicative of the man's capa- only
Lindsey
or Ginsberg but to anybility at all.
who's even remotely interone
professor
At least one
saw fit ested in being a little more
to "punish" his class for the "aware" of
others' thoughts.
low ratings he received by increasing homework assignments
THIS WEEKEND, for indisastrously. This is the sort of stance, Dr. Murray Prosky
of
effect an abuse of the critique the S.U. English department will
can lead to.
be reading selections from Arnold Falleder, a contemporary
I
WOULD prefer to see a cri- poet who is presently engaged
tique which was geared not in writing lyrics for "pop' music
toward a "rating" of teachers and who is also working on a
as a basis for the administra- poverty program in New Jersey.
tion's judgment of them, but
The following Saturday, Mr.
rather toward students, to aid
them in their own choice of
teachers for coming quarters.
The results of such a critique
would tell other students, for
example, that Fr. X handles
his philosophy course in a semi- To the Editor:
The article by Greg Waiss in
nar method and assigns heavy your
April 28 issue left the quesreading, while Dr. V uses a lec- tion of
Vietnam up to the "readture method and does not er." Those who believe that
the
require as much homework.
war can be won by programs of
This sort of critique could be social and economic aid are
a valuable aid to students who judged to be the unenlightened
never know until too late what readers.
Ibelieve it was written from the
their teachers are like. It would
viewpoint of a soldier who sees
be Very much better than the the
war in terms of military obcritique as it is now, a grant of jectives
and civilian deaths in
liberty to students to pass value terms of napalm needed. As an
judgments on teachers. This American who has just as rationpresent use of the critique is ally weighed the facts leading to
tantamount to allowing the stu- the Vietnam war as Mr. Waiss, I
his implication that those
dents to tell both faculty and resent
who object to the war do so for
administration how to do their "emotionalism,
moralijob, something which, frankly, ty, lack of factsneurotic
and Communist
qualified
no student is
to do.
propaganda."
If this sort of academic anarMY STAND is that the killing
chy were to become the law of
the land at S.U.. the whole and mutilation of the people of
Vietnam cannot
ouality of our school would lie North and South
be excused under the auspices
ultimately at the mercy of an of
"freeing the people from the
annual popularity poll.
terrors of Communism."

-

ENGAGEMENT & WEDDING Rings
s t
Silverware .'ja
SS A?- Watches

Terms If Desired

512 BROADWAY E.

the entertaining talent
at the coffee house is also good.
Entertainers include Stephanie
Dennis, Jon Benton, Ed DesCamp, Walter Schwarz, Sue
Rees and Ed Braganza.
poetry,

MINUTE-TO-minute entertainment cannot always be guaranteed, but the prices are reasonable, the atmosphere is informal and one can have as much
fun as he wants.
The coffee house address is
710 Minor Aye., next to Marycrest. Cover charge is only a
quarter and complaints are willingly heard in the kitchen.

CAMPVS FORVM

For complete information write
now to:

Director of SummerStudies
BERKLEE SCHOOL OF MUSIC
1140 Boy/s/on Sfreef
Bosfon, Massachusetts 02275

on his own preference.
For those not interested in

First Bank Card Welcome

EA 4-4410

Must those too young to flee

starvation, American napalm and
phosphorus bombs be doomed as
they so obviously are? The well
quoted figures of dead and dying

children and civilians and military does not need to be stated.
Justification for this war reaches
laughable stages when our military and economic objective in
the words of one soldier is "to
allow the people to grow their
rice." The author assumes that
any price will be paid for this so
called victory. Ido not.
A life or death is of little value
to those who expect bombs to do
what food and agricultural experts would do. Is the American
such an unfeeling automat that
"he has no choice," but to kill.
My plea is to Americans to hear
the cries of the innocents whose
only crime is to be born. We are
a moral people who value life.
Moral justification is the life of
our country, military justification
its death.
Lorretto Russell
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Pro Draft Picks
Three Chieftains

Three Chieftain varsity seniors have been selected
in theNational Basketball Association draft.
Tom Workman, 6-foot-7 forward, was snapped up in
the first round by the St. Louis Hawks. Workman averaged over 20 points per game in his past two varsity
seasons.
Center Maikin Strong was picked in the third round
of the draft by the Baltimore Bullets. The 6-foot-8 Strong
scored 16 points a contest this season and usually stymied opponents with his defensive daring.
Varsity Captain Plummer Lott went to the newly
formed Seattle Sonics in the fifth round. The 6-foot-4
guard' and playmaker averaged in the double figures
during the season and put the stop on many a highscoringfoe.

Netters Trounce Yakima JC
On Wednesday, the tennis
Doubles- matches resulted insquad pulverizedYakima Valley Gorman Parott and Hopps
J.C. 7-0. Tom Gorman defeated
Glenn Gerstmar 6-3, 6-1.

Steve Hopps, apparently fully

recovered from a recent illness,
beat Dan Koch 6-3, 6-1. Parrott
downed Dave Regan 6-3, 6-0.
Scott Geoghegan beat Paul
Allen 6-3, 6-0.

Geoghegan victories. Gorman
and Parott won 6-3, 6-2; Hopps
and Geoghegan won 6-0, 6-2.
Also, the netters blanked the
University of Puget Sound 9-0
yesterday.

Sports Signals

Team Meet
Intramural managers may
be busier at meetings and
sign-ups than at play in the
next few days.
Team managers who plan
to enter the track meet on
May 14 should pick up entry
forms today in Pigott 561.
All managers or golf captains must attend a meeting
at 3 p.m. Monday in Pigott
503 to determine the setup of
Thursday's golf tournament.
The tournament will begin
at 1:30 p.m. at Mount Si.

Today:
GOLF: University of Oregon,
1 p.m.,Inglewood

BASEBALL: Seattle Pacific,
1: 30 p.m., White Center
Tomorrow:
TENNIS: Boeing Tennis Club,
10 a.m., Public courts
Monday:
GOLF: U.W., 1 p.m., Rainier
Golf Club
BASEBALL: University of
Puget Sound, 1 p.m., White
Center

DYNAMIC COLOR FILM

MT. EVEREST

ORSON

YVELLE^^^

FREE CONTINUOUS SHOWING:
FIRST SHOW 10 A.M -LAST SHOW STARTS 7

the I.X.'s and the Hawaiian Club. Third
place went to Campion Moderators and
Marycrest Jr. Advisors. The Active Spurs
took fourth place.

Baseballer Steve Conklin Keeps
Active in Off-season Endeavors
By TERRY ZAREMBA

CONKLIN ENDED the season
leading the team in the following categories: hitting (.347), at
bats (101), hits (35) and doubles
(8). He was also named by his
teammates as the outstanding
player on the squad and was
given the Hustle Award.
In the fall of his sophomore
year, Conklin tried his hand at
intramurals and promptly led
his team, the Trillos, to the foot-

The trademark of a good
athlete is not only ability
but the desire to win. Keeping this in mind, Chieftain baseballer Steve Conklin is a very
good athlete.
Conklin, who is presently a
junior, came to S.U. with impressive credentials.
IN HIS SENIOR year in high
school he quarterbacked the
Prep football team to an undefeated season and a ranking
of second in the state. He also
won All-Conference ratings in
all three sports that year.

NARRATED

\f
W

REVERSE SHOT: Though the volleyball
games played in the gym Wednesday
were in fun, no teams loafed. Alpha Kappa
Psi won first place in the competition.
There was a tie for second place between

P.M.^^j

CAMPING-CLIMBING
OPEN HOUSE & SALE

I
- FRIDAY, MAY 5 9 A.M. 9 P.M. I
REFRESHMENTS
EQUIPMENT DEMONSTRATIONS

Conklin played for the Papoose cagers his freshman year
at S.U. and was a starting guard
and the premier hustler on a
team that ended with a 12-4 recSTEVE CONKLIN
ord. He then eagerly awaited
the start of tthe baseball sea- got underway, a skateboard acson, in which he could compete cident gave Conklin a broken
at the varsity level.
arm and the coaching staff and
However, just as the season himself a bundle of frustration.
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ICE AXES, ROCK HAMMERS, ROPE,

RECREATIONAL

EQUIPMENT INC.
1525- 11th Avenue
2 BLOCKS NORTH OF S.U.

Softball
A revised schedule for Sunday's softball games has been
set.
On field one at noon, the
Gaussians and Red Onions
meet. At 1:20 p.m., the Crusaders and Merry Men clash
and at 2:40 p.m. the Aliis and
Chamber play.
On field two at noon, it is

the Cellar-Trillos versus the

Engineers. The Red Onions
and Nads collide at 1:20 p.m.

and the Monads and Trillos
meetat 2:40 p.m.

Wedding
Gowns
Formal*<2f
town if"*

fMMb *.
"" allfUnn
aHttyht
" Morthwest's
finest
" selections
charge or hf away

CLOSE-OUTS REDUCED 50°/o

HIKING BOOTS, KNICKERS, TENTS,
SLEEPING BAGS, COOKSETS

ships.
This year Conklin, who is a
physical education major, is
again wielding a big bat (he is
hitting .345 and is still hustling.
Chances are that Steve Conklin has the inside track on winning those trophies again.

I
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At noarbV campus stores,
*^
\ JMae,
or write:A-1 Kotzin Co.,
/£*!
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1300 Santee Street,
os Angeles, California90015
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Conference Discusses

Hippies 'Volunteer' for Be-in

'Spiritual Direction'

(Continued from page 1)
which call for strictly formalized collective prayer at set
hours, for set amounts of time.
The reaction of the alarmed

points instead of as a formalized
daily procedure.

"THERE WAS a fear expressed that we don't see the
value of Christ in our life," he
conservatives caused one dele- continued,
"but we find Christ
gate to term that first session
very definitely in our individual
"extremely explosive."
Mr. Shea said later that "mis- spiritual life, even though he is
interpretation" of his stand most present in theMass."
caused an undue reaction.
Fr. John Morris, S.J., went
"The question Iwas asking,"
further,
saying, "Christ is as
explained,
he
"was not 'Should
present in any sort of worwe pray?' but 'How should we trulyas
he is in the Mass. 'Where
pray?'. Ifelt that prayer should ship
two
or
three are gathered toaccording
intraperto
be used
Christ said,
jonal needs as an aid in over- gether in my name,'
"
coming difficulty at decision 'Iam there.'
Other subjects taken up by the
conference were"spiritual direction" and "formation in leadership."
Tomorrow
Activities
Speaking on spiritual direcHIPPIES SPEND A SUNDAY AFTERNOON IN THE PARK.
Sailing instruction, 9 a.m., Bel- tion, Fr. James Wyse, S.J.,
—Spectator photo by Bob Richter
spiritual director of Mount St.
larmine Hall.
By TERRY ZAREMBA
Michael's Juniorate, told the
people were drawn by curiosity was officially over. However,
Sunday
delegates, "The young men we
the crowd swelled. What they many stayed and broke up into
Meetings
Staid
old Volunteer Park as
have coming into our society
saw
was probably not what they smaller groups which grew
CCD Committee for deaf and
was the sight of Seattle's expected to see. It was simply around guitars, flutes and even
hard-of-hearing children, 1-4 p.m., today do not want bromides as
their means of direction. They first "be-in" Sunday. a big,fun "happening."
bagpipes.
library lecture room.
Alpha Kappa Psi pledges, 7:30 need something more than tra- Smiles, bright flowers and unIndeed, the elegant old park
p.m., McHugh Hall.
ditional formulas."
usual clothing were in abunAT SIX P.M., the ..bands had experienceda most unusual
Reminders
The conference held at S.U. dance during the pleasant after- stopped playing and the be-in Sunday afternoon.
Students interested in working will affect Jesuits in Oregon, noon.
People started gathering in
on the 1968 Homecoming may Washington, Idaho, Montana
sign up in the ASSU office be- and Alaska.
the early afternoon and by two
tween noon and 3 p.m.
p.m. the be-in was in full swing.
Fr. Henry Birkenhouer, S.J., A stage
was erected and such
delegate
to the Rome
Date of the Hiyu Coolee over- who was a
the Blues Interchange,
bands
as
night hike has been changed from General Congregation, predictRight
Angle and the Chrome
the
May 12-14 to May 19-21.
ed that the effect of the S.U. Circus provided songs.
conference will be felt in
THE BE-INNERS' activities
Coeds in need of escorts after "smaller versions of this condark may call the A Phi O, Cam- ference in all the high schools were diverse, but simple. Some
knitted, others danced, while
pion 934 or 911.
and colleges of the province."
most just strolled about and
Students planning to attend
"This conference will certain- talked and looked.
summer quarter are reminded to ly help to generate more disThere was much to see. About
see faculty advisers before May cussion within the province," half
of the crowd consisted of
numbers
be
Registration
30.
will
assigned as an approvedprogram saidMr. Terry Shea, "especially Seattle's much-maligned "hipof study is presented at the Office of those subjects which have re- pies." They were clad in colormainedcoveredup for so long." ful outfits replete with beads,
of the Registrar.
bells, boots and an inevitable
flower. Accompanying many of
n||w*PS«ii
F"
them were hippie dogs who appeared
with flowers in their
All students Who have received on Friday. Cards or fees are not
a National Defense Student Loan accepted after this date. A grade collars.
and are graduating or who are of "EW", which is computed as
There were also many "nearnot returning to S.U. are remind- an "E", will be assigned students hippies" on hand as well as
ed of their responsibility under who fail to withdraw officially.
many curious high school and
law to execute an exit interview.
Mary Alice Lee
college students. Many middleThose who have not yet been
aged and elderly "straight"
Registrar
contacted should see Mrs. Ann
Terrell in the financial aids

SMOKE SIGNALS

" " "
" " "
" " "

Engageables

Official Notices

office.

Seniors who have received any
awards or honors are reminded
that this information is vitally
needed before Thursday to put in
the "Awards and Honors" booklet which is presented at the Baccalaureate breakfast on June 3.
Seniors who are going to graduate school, into the Peace Corps,
VISTA, etc., or have received assistance which is an awardshould
contact Mrs. Helen Donoghue in
the main office of Xavier Hall or
mail to Seattle University, P.O.
Box 223 or call campus ext. 210.
Mrs. Helen Donoghue
Secretary, Graduate
School Committee

" " "

The last day to withdraw from
classes with a grade of "W" is
today. Approved withdrawalcards
and the $1 fee must be filed at
the registrar's office by 4:30 p.m.

Campus Magazine on Sale
Students are reminded that
Fragments 1967, the University
literary magazine, is on sale in
the Bookstore for 35 cents a
copy. Only 500 copies will be
sold, so sudents should get their

soon.

copies

REGISTERED

Keepsake'

Because Fragments is being
published only once this year,
this edition represents the entire
year's production of University
creative writing classes and independent student efforts.

DIAMOND

or

Faculty Wives
Elect Officers

fine

in your ring assures lifetime

Mrs. Gerard Rutan is the new
president of the S.U. Faculty
Wives Club. Other newly elected
officers include Mrs. William
Dore, vice president; Mrs. WilHam Cooley, secretary, and
Mrs. William Pelton, treasurer,
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HELP WANTED
FULLTIME
SUMMER
V/ORK
BUS DRIVERS
SEATTLE TRANSIT
3.23 Vi an hour
Minimum Age 21
Apply Airport Way S.
and Atlantic St!
Hours 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Sat. Hours 8 a.m. to noon
JU 3-4880

SUMMER OR FULL TIME Marina
employment opportunities with
travel and adventure. Work on
freighters and passenger ships.
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ATTENTION ROTC STUDENTS: I was
discharged and have officer's
,w
green and T.W.
uniforms for sa c.
Sixe 42. Save— both $100. Call
623-5812. Ask for Mr. Pasko.

t'ISOO.OO

monthly. Free

medical,' pensions, room and board.

* -

Complete and vital information
200 Marine Information Dept.
A. 17220 40th Aye. South, Seattle,
Washington 98188.
ftjie<»

MI>U.
THESES, term papers on IBM electrie typewriter. Mrs. Rich. WE 7-

**"'

MUSIC INSTRUCTION

.. . . ..
. Chris Kauffman.
evenings.
or

GROUPS FORMING for
„ fo kstyle
,'
guitar instruction. $1.75 per leslon

SU 2-6919
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HELP WANTED

E<rn to

Xx^^^^^y/^iiiojikl\

He's in the yellow pages under
Jewelers.
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color and modern
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RINGS

EA 3-5175

SHOP 'Tib 9
New and Used Textbooks &
Technical Books/Paperbacks/
Popular Fiction & Non-Fiction
/ Supplies / Gifts / Cards
We're open every night, Monday
thru Friday 'til 9 ... at Vaksity
Book Stork, 4315 University
Way N.E.,inSeattle'sUniversity
District!"

I HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING I
I Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engage- I
■ ment and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for
I only 25c. Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book. I

I

| Name

.'

"

Address_

City

I State

—Zip

I KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N. Y. 13202
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